Odor-Bac Air: Promotes healthy living by using beneficial waste-degrading technology. Our BSL-1 probiotic formula contains naturally occurring bacteria that promotes a beneficial Normal-Flora (harmless microorganisms) on hard surfaces.

**ELIMINATOR DIRECTIONS FOR USE**
1. Close all windows and shut down air-conditioning or heating unit.
2. Place can on raised surface near middle of room.
3. Spread paper or cloth directly below can for protection.
4. For total discharge, press valve all the way down, locking the catch.
5. Set can down and immediately leave the room.
6. Do not disturb area for at least 2 hours. Ventilate room for 30 minutes before re-entering.

NOTE: The 360° valve can be operated to give short bursts of spray by lightly depressing the valve and pointing the can to area to be treated.

**ODOR-BAC AIR DIRECTIONS FOR USE**
- Shake can vigorously for 30 seconds before use.
- Direct Spray pattern to ensure contact with hard surface.
- ODOR-BAC's effectiveness begins with hard surface contact.

**GENERAL:** Press firmly on spray button. Keep spray opening at least 12 inches from surfaces.

TO COAT SURFACE: Aim spray towards ceiling in the direction of the problem surface and corners of room or other area to be treated. The atomized mist will quickly travel throughout the area coating the surface. The Spaces You Can’t Touch Or See

**ODOR-BAC MIST DIRECTIONS FOR USE**
- Load dispenser with metered aerosol.
- Place metered dispenser in an area that spray mist makes direct contact with hard surface.
- ODOR-BAC's effectiveness begins with hard surface contact.

**Areas of Use:**
* Hospitals
* Municipalities
* Hotels
* Restrooms
* Cities/Counties
* School Districts
* Amusement Parks
* Gyms and Fitness Centers

Appearance & Odor: Clear spray with Alcohol odor.
VOC%: 92.80000%